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Winding Up and Winding Down

I

’m looking out my office window at the line going into the covid testing
site. Right now it’s about a mile long. So despite the lockdowns and openings, the holiday gettogethers and isolating, it’s clear we’ve got a ways to go before things “go back to normal”.

Our club has been just as affected as
everybody else, shut down just as the riding
season was getting going and lasting, so far,
way past the end of the riding season and
apparently into the next.
We’re fortunate that our sport is an

intrinsically solitary one, so we can pretty
much keep riding while still isolating ourselves.
And we’ve had plenty of cancelled club
rides happen anyway in a limited, freestyle
and much smaller way than we would have
liked. But the pandemic has definitely taken
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the wind out of the nature of a club, the part
where friends get together and share their
stories and passion.
I’m hoping things turn around soon, that
we have a “welcome back” event followed
by an enthusiastic roster of events come
next season. I for one miss you all and look
forward to seeing you again. For now, though,
it’ll have to be in passing, out on the road.
David Wilson, editor
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Southeast

Utah

words and pictures by Frank Pierce
Earlier this Fall I took the opportunity with the great weather to
preview the riding in southeast Utah for a possible LOE BMW R
Spring Ride Out and Camp Out in 2021. Many years ago I took
a similar trip in a Jeep 4x4 to experience the Moki Dugway,
Mulhey Point, Valley of the Gods, and of course Monument
Valley. This scouting trip was my first time riding the area on
my GS. No suspense here…it was a amazing riding experience.
Looking at my maps it appeared that Gooseneck State Park
Campground was perfectly located to serve as a base camp for

Backcountry

black and white movies.
Depending on how much you appreciate the
scenic and inspirational landscapes will pretty
much dictate the time you need to complete the
Valley of the Gods Loop.
I had earlier ventured
up the famous twisty Moki
Dugway. It was actually fun.
I had visualized it as being
more challenging and was
mentally prepared for a
much more difficult ride. At
the top of the Moki Dugway
is the turn off for Muley
Point Overlook.
From Muley Point the distinctive rock formations of Monument
Valley are easily visible in the distance. Smoke from recent forest
fires in the west obscured some of the detail, but was still impressive.
The Utah Backcountry Discovery Route is right down the road
for dual sport riders who want the challenge of doing some the
UBDR. I rode Some of this route, I would call it pretty typical Utah
back country forest road, very hard pack base with N” soft flat
powder. Very unlike the deep microscopic ball bearing sand we
are accustomed to riding in New
Mexico, it required much less effort to be in control at speed.
In talking with locals I was clued in on a few other unique
backcountry routes to explore, of which there are many. Not
having actually been on them yet I will hold off for now bringing
them up in this basic portrait of the area. In this part of southeast
Utah there are also many highway routes to explore, like the short
ride down to Monument Valley. The Monument Valley area is
also definitely worth the time to ride through.
There is a lot to see and
experience a short distance away
from us in New Mexico. After
the travel restrictions, event
cancellations and incoming winter
we all should be excited about
the possibilities of riding this area
in the Spring of 2021. If this is of
interest we will want talk to Sandy
Ballard about putting it on the
Spring schedule.

my exploring. One can actually
camp within a few feet of the
amazing scenic overlook. You
can actually walk up to the edge
and look down over the edge.
A big plus is that this
campground now has two
recently constructed and well
maintained restroom facilities
and can accommodate many
people at a time. Cellular
service was also available at
the campground.
Gooseneck (GSP) is a
popular destination for photos
and has a huge campground. The park manager told me he has
never seen it full in the six years he had worked the entrance. There
were a few occupied camping spots, but overall it looked pretty
empty. There are motels and restaurants in Mexican Hat and Bluff,
Utah on paved roads just a short distance from the GSP location.
Within a very few miles of GSP is the turn off for Valley of
the Gods, famous backdrop for countless old westerns. You
will recognize many of my
pictures from old western
movies. I purposely shot
some of them in black and
white to bring out the details
of the landscape and to help
you remember those old
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Where have you

Jan Sands:
Beautiful day for
a 254-mile ride to
Abiquiu Lake and a
picnic lunch.

Tom Volkmann: Went for a dirt bike ride today up to
Sandia Peak. Took the unmaintained dirt “highway”
from Placitas. There was a guy attempting it in a
Jaguar XK8 convertible. He’s probably still out there.

Mansoor Shafi paid
a short visit to a few
of us on his way thru
Albuquerque. He misses
seeing everyone at the
Sipapu Rally. And he is
looking for a 2015 BMW
S1000RR, preferably in
red. Please contact him at
719-671-4327.

Jon Helm:
DS ride yesterday,
great late fall
weather.Okay
New Mexico why
is this big rock
called Devil’s
Throne?
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B MW N E WS
BMW RECALLS 16,926 MOTOS FOR FAULTY
FUEL PUMP FLANGE

Mike Botan @Ride2ADV, https://advrider.com/
bmw-recalls-16926-motos-for-faulty-fuel-pump-flange/
BMW Motorcycles is recalling a host of BMW models of
varying years for a faulty fuel pump flange.
According to BMW, the affected motorcycles are those
that were repaired under recall 13V-617 with the support ring
remedy and where the pump was not replaced. Recall 13V-617
involves the installation of a reinforcing ring around the fuel
pump flange. If the cracks in the flange were within specific
tolerances, BMW did not replace it.
Apparently, since that time, issues have continued, and
now BMW believes that the replacement of the fuel pump and
auxiliary fuel pump, if applicable, is appropriate. In extreme
cases, fuel may leak and cause a fire. Accordingly, this recall
involves the replacement of both the fuel pump, and auxiliary
pump as applicable.
Many models and years are affected, so we have included a
list of the affected bikes below:
• 2009-2011 BMW K 1300 S
• 2009-2011 BMW K 1300 GT
• 2010-2011 BMW S 1000 RR
• 2005-2011 BMW R 1200 GS
• 2005-2011 BMW R 1200 GS Adventure
• 2005-2011 BMW R 1200 R
• 2005-2011 BMW R 1200 RT
• 2006-2008 BMW R 1200 S
• 2005-2008 BMW R 1200 ST
• 2006 BMW HP2 Enduro
• 2007-2009 BMW HP2 Megamoto
• 2007-2010 BMW HP2 Sport
• 2005-2008 BMW K 1200 R
• 2005-2008 BMW K 1200 R Sport
• 2005-2008 BMW K 1200 S
• 2005-2008 BMW K 1200 GT
• 2012 BMW K 1600 GT
• 2012 BMW K 1600 GTL
This recall will begin on October 2, 2020.
BMW will notify the owners of affected motorcycles to have
them bring the bike to a BMW dealer. The dealer will replace
the fuel pump(s) with an improved version free of charge.

For additional information, owners may contact BMW
customer service at 1-800-525-7417. Owners may also check
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Vehicle
Safety Hotline at 1-888-327-4236 and cite NHTSA Campaign
Number 20V471000.

HAVE A VERY MAINTENANCE CHRISTMAS

When the days get shorter and the weather worse, our
motorbikes move into the garage. As wetness, cold and traces
of the last season can affect the motorbike during the winter
period, it is advisable to make a few arrangements for storage.
BMW offers some products to put your bike to bed
during the winter season.
BATTERY CHARGER PLUS In addition to
charging conventional lead-acid batteries and
maintenance-free rechargeable batteries
(gel/AGM), the high-quality BMW battery
charger Plus also allows for fully automatic,
microprocessor-controlled charging and maintenance of all
Original BMW Motorrad lithium-ion starter batteries with
12 V and a capacity of 6 to 60 Ah.
MOTORCYCLE MAT An exclusive
place for the bike: the motorcycle mat
not only impresses with its attractive
design, it also reliably protects the
floor from dirt, oil and petrol stains. A further advantage is the
anti-slip and fire-retardant
material composition.
MOTORCYCLE COVER
Reliable weather protection:
the vehicle cover for outdoor
use reliably protects against
moisture, dirt and other environmental influences when
left outside. The high-quality
nylon cover is waterproof; it
features ventilation openings
and a large viewing window for the number plate.
Drawstrings guarantee optimal securing of the cover on
the motorcycle; the two metal eyelets in the front section can
be used for theft protection. Another functional feature is the
integrated bag, in which the cover can be stored when not in
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use. The black cover has a large silver BMW Motorrad inscription and is suitable for many BMW motorcycles.
COMPACT FOOT PUMP Whether motorcycle, car, bicycle,
football or air mattress – the BMW compact foot pump with
its multifunctional pump head fits all valves and pumps all
tyres and sports equipment extremely accurately thanks to
the digital pressure gauge. With its integrated high-pressure
stage for up to 12 bar it is also suitable for adjusting the air
pressure in motorcycle and bicycle air suspension elements.
The foot pump made of high-quality aluminium is just 17 cm
when folded in. It can display four different measuring ranges
(bar, psi, kPa, kg/cmB), has a long hose and a high volume
mode for fast filling of large volumes.
WORKSTANDS The stand ensures a safe standing position
during maintenance work and during the winter break. It
is extremely stable and has a higher material thickness
than conventional workstands. The double castors
facilitate jacking up and are particularly durable.
CLEAN & POLISH SET The BMW Clean & Polish
Set contains the most important care products:
motorcycle cleaner, rim cleaner, high–gloss polish
and visor and helmet cleaner.
ADVANTEC PROTECT BMW FUEL ADDITIVE
Protects the fuel from aging and prevents corrosion on all parts
carrying fuel. The innovative formula ensures that petrol can
be stored in tanks for longer periods of time. The additive is
the first choice because its cleaning effect efficiently removes
deposits and prevents them from forming again.
ADVANTEC PRO ENGINE OIL Exclusively developed
and tested by BMW, perfectly tailored to BMW’s highperformance engines. The improved viscosity properties
ensure that the engine is lubricated more rapidly, the cold
starting preformance is better and constant power output is
maintained, even at extreme temperatures. An innovative
active cleaning technology has also been developed that keeps
the engine virtually factory-clean. The improved corrosion
and wear protection
ultimately extends
the service life of
the engine. Comes
in a handy 0.5 litre
bottle with a
pourer.
December 2020
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LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR
GENERAL CALENDAR INFO
As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message
Board. If you cannot visit the Message Board,
the ride contact person can notify you of
changes. Please note all rides are at the
individual’s own discretion and risk. These are
destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with others
at the various destinations of the ride. Be
sure you’re aware of the route and bring your
own maps/GPS to assist you. Exchanging cell
phone numbers with other ride participants
is recommended. If you decide to drop out
of the ride at some point during the ride,
notifying at least one other ride participant of
your intention to drop out will help alleviate
unnecessary confusion or concern for your
whereabouts. All information will be posted
to the Calendar page.

ON ANY SUNDAY
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.

COVID-19 EVENT UPDATE

by RJ Mirabal
For now, Traveling Breakfasts and Lunch
Rendezvous are cancelled: We may very
well go back to a “new normal” in a month or
so, but for now, these two regular club rides
are suspended until the current pandemic
situation settles down. Of course, the
Sunday breakfast at Milly’s has always been
a voluntary affair, so nothing changes there
unless Milly’s closes for the duration.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
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TRAVELING BREAKFAST

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 20

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.

CANCELLATION OF THE
CHRISTMAS PARTY

by Jon Helm
With the restrictions from COVID we must
cancel the Christmas Party. I have proposed
to the Board to set up a Welcome Back to Fun
get together with food, drinks, music, and
motorcycle talk. Let’s hope we will be able to
put it together in the spring.

LOOKING FOR ACTIVITIES?

by Jon Helm
We are looking for members for the Activities
Committee. The AC will meet in person the
first of each year and meet by email as needed.
The AC will set dates for our main events
(Traveling Breakfast, Progress Breakfast, Ice
Cream, Picnic, Fall Colors, Christmas Party).
The Activities Czar will communicate
between the AC and the Club Members.
We are working on an AC hat or shirt to be
presented to members that come up with
monthly rides, and for Committee Members.
To be on the Committee you must host a ride.
Our Club has several small groups that
arrange rides and get together weekly. The AC
will be able to put together small destination
type rides for all LOE BMW R members.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

SATURDAY, JANUARY 9

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 16

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

S

POSTPONED
THURSDAY-SUNDAY, MAY 20-23, 2021
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NATIONAL EVENTS

JANUARY 2021
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BMW RA NATIONAL RALLY

We tried. We really tried. With the majority
of spring and summer rallies postponed due
to coronavirus, we really wanted to hold
our “Game of Roads” National Rally in the
fall because we know the healing power of
riding and coming together. Our hope was
that by September, coronavirus was going to
be sufficiently under control that we could
hold a safe rally. Rally Chair Matt Smith and
his team of volunteers had been working hard
not only on all of the usual moving parts of a
rally but also on the new realities of holding
a rally during a pandemic, with contactless
check-in, additional disinfecting protocols,
and appropriate social distancing. Member Jill
Veverka (a registered nurse) volunteered to
help make sure that the rally was indeed safe.
As recently as last week we thought that we
could make this happen. But a lot changed in
just a handful of days and BMW RA President
(Continued on page 6)
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NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check the
Message Board and the Calendar on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
December 2020
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LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR

(Continued from page 5)
Sibley Poland called for an emergency Board
meeting. It was decided unanimously that it
would be irresponsible to potentially expose
rally attendees (and the communities that
they come from and travel through to get to
the rally) to increased risk of catching and
spreading the virus.
This was an extremely tough call to make,
but is the right one under these exceptional
circumstances. The good news is that you
only have to wait until the Spring! It’s in the
same great location – the Smoky Mountain
Event Center in Waynesville, NC. And with
the same great roads and the same great club.

Registration will remain open for the new dates.
For those of you who have already
registered and would like to roll the rally fees
over to next year, we have a beautiful present
as a token of appreciation – a new BMW
Riders Association neck gaiter. You can also
request a full refund. Or, if you’d like to turn
your rally registration fee into a one-time
donation to the club, we’d greatly appreciate
that too and send you a neck gaiter as a thank
you. Look for an email with these options.
Thank you for your understanding. This was
a really difficult decision to make but we feel
that it’s in the best interest of our members,
rally attendees, vendors and partners, and the
motorcycling community. Be well and stay safe.

COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

MOTO RC YCLE N E WS
HARLEY-DAVIDSON IS MAKING
ELECTRIC BIKES NOW

by Adele Peters https://www.
fastcompany.com/90569604/
harley-davidson-is-making-electric-bikes-now
One hundred seventeen years after launching
its first motorcycle, Harley-Davidson has
spun off a new electric-bike startup. The new
company, called Serial 1 Cycle Company, will
reveal its first models next month.
Over the past few years, Harley “really
made a pretty aggressive push into electric
vehicles and came out and made a statement
that they want to lead the electrification of

two-wheeled vehicles,” says Aaron Frank,
brand director for Serial 1 Cycle Company.
While developing the Live Wire electric
motorcycle, which has been in the market for
around a year, the company’s skunk-works
team started looking for other ways to use
the technology.
The moment is right for e-bikes, Frank
says. “Lithium-ion batteries are getting
better, they’re getting lighter, they’re getting
more reliable, they’re getting less expensive.”
And while the range on some electric cars is
still low enough that it may be an issue for
some drivers, a city bike – ridden casually, to
run errands locally – doesn’t have the same
requirements for range. Electric bike sales
are also quickly growing, especially during
the pandemic. (In June, e-bike sales were up
190% over the previous year.)
A newly unveiled prototype, which Frank
says is a styling exercise and not an actual
model, shows how Harley-Davidson designers
approach the bicycle differently than some
others on the market. “If you look at a lot of
e-bicycles right now, they’re kind of slapped

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

together – it’s a traditional battery with a hub
motor in the front or rear wheel, or a battery
kind of clumsily positioned, maybe on a rack
over the rear wheel or strapped on to the
down tube,” he says. “And it looks like an ugly
growth coming out of the frame.” Harley’s first
prototype, which is designed to look a little like
the company’s first motorcycle, incorporates
the battery and motor into the frame. The
engineers also used their ergonomic
database – made up of a large group of
measurements from its customers – to design
bikes that Frank argues will fit a wider range
of people than typical bikes.
Though the design work came from HarleyDavidson, the company decided to launch a
separate startup. “As we got closer and closer
to coming to market, the realization was
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made that we would just be most successful
as a standalone brand. You know, a bicycle
is a very different product than a motorcycle.
The customer, the consumer target is very
different than a motorcycle target. And the
market is completely different.” The company
expects to have its first bikes on the market
by the spring of 2021.
About the Author: Adele Peters is a staff writer
at Fast Company who focuses on solutions to
some of the world’s largest problems, from
climate change to homelessness. Previously, she
worked with GOOD, BioLite, and the Sustainable
Products and Solutions program at UC Berkeley,
and contributed to the second edition of the
bestselling book “Worldchanging: A User’s
Guide for the 21st Century.”
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LOE B MW R CLU B I N FO
O FFICE R S
INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries

COMMUNICATIONS
RJ Mirabal
communications@loebmwr.org

PRESIDENT
Jon Helm
president@loebmwr.org

SECRETARY
Jan Sands
secretary@loebmwr.org

VICE PRESIDENT
Mo Moortgat
vicepresident@loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
newsletter@loebmwr.org

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
membership@loebmwr.org

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
webmaster@loebmwr.org

TREASURER / MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Bede Crawford
membershiprecords@loebmwr.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Gary Cade
member1@loebmwr.org

ACTIVITIES CZAR
Sandy Ballard
activities@loebmwr.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Daniel Schrodt
member2@loebmwr.org

RALLY CHAIR
Dave Hartman
rallychair@loebmwr.org

PAST PRESIDENT
Tom Volkmann
pastpresident@loebmwr.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35. For more information or
to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095
www.loebmwr.org
or contact membership@loebmwr.org
BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie
•
SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

10% off BMW parts and labor!

Must present current LOEBMWR Club membership card at time of service.
Marc Beyer, Master Technician - Specializing in BMW Motorcycles,

Vintage, and Racing. Mercedes-Benz Expert.

505-428-0646
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www.ocdcustomcycles.com
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MO R E B MW N E WS
THE NEW BMW R NINET MODELS

When BMW Motorrad presented the R nineT in 2013, it was
more than just a roadster modelled on a classic archetype:
from the very outset it combined classic motorcycle design
and modern technology with excellent craftsmanship and a
wide range of customisation options. A short time latercame
the R nineT Urban G/S as an enduro, the R nineT Scrambler,
and the R nineT Pure as a roadster reduced to the bare
essentials. For the upcoming 2021 season, BMW Motorrad
has now honed the R nineT family with some technical
modifications, as well as significantly extending the range of
standard and optional equipment.
In the new R nineT models the boxer engine has undergone
both technical and visual fine-tuning, and is now designed
to meet the requirements of the EU-5 pollutant class. Newly
designed cylinder heads provide a more harmonious transition
from the outer to the inner cooling fins, and newly designed
throttle valve parts and cylinder head covers now give the bike
even greater aesthetic appeal.
Inside the cylinder heads there is a new turbulence system
which swirls the mixture to ensure even better and cleaner
combustion and increased torque. Thanks to an even more
full-bodied power and torque curve pulling power is tangibly
better than before.
Even in the standard version, the new R nineT models now
feature ABS Pro in combination with Dynamic Brake Control for
increased safety when braking – at banking angles as well as in
difficult situations. Standard features also include a new shock
absorber with travel-dependent damping, providing enhanced
suspension comfort and convenient adjustment of the spring
preload via a hand wheel. “Rain” and “Road” riding modes are
now included as standard, too.
The standard trim in the R nineT models includes a circular
instrument with a newly designed dial featuring the BMW logo
and indicator lights that are “invisible” when not illuminated.
The new R nineT models now have a standard LED headlamp
and white indicator lights.
BMW has significantly advanced the new R nineT
models – both technically and visually. Riding Modes Pro with
the additional modes “Dyna” for the R nineT and R nineT Pure
and “Dirt” for the R nineT Scrambler and R nineT Urban G/S
are now available as new individual options, as are Dynamic

Traction Control and engine drag torque control. Another new
option is the Comfort Package, comprising Riding Modes Pro,
cruise control and heated handlebar grips. The turning light and
the rear silencer design option are likewise new to the range of
individual optional extras.
Meanwhile the traditional “Option 719” offers exclusive and
high-quality options for customisation of the R nineT to suit
the owner’s personal taste. This exclusive range of parts now
includes such items as various wheels, milled parts packages
and a rear conversion with short rear end and number plate
holder behind the rear wheel, as well as a rear end in tracker
style. The enhancements for the R nineT model family are
rounded off with new standard and optional paint finishes. The
“Edition 40 Years GS” of the R nineT Urban G/S is available
as a limited edition, unique colour scheme reminiscent of the
R100GS to mark the 40th anniversary of the BMW GS family.

THE NEW R18 AND R18 CLASSIC

Following the premiere of the new R18, BMW now presents
the second member of its new model series for the cruiser
segment: the R18 Classic. The new R18 Classic is a nostalgic
touring bike that echoes the beginnings of the great touring
cruiser models. While the R18 is very purist in style, the R18
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Classic features a large windscreen, passenger seat, saddle
bags, additional LED headlights and 16-inch front wheel.
The new R18 Classic and the R18 stand firmly in the tradition
of historic BMW motorcycles. They borrow from famous
models such as the R5 both technologically and visually,
shifting the focus back onto the motorcycle essentials: purist,
no-frills technology and the boxer engine as the center of riding
pleasure, combined with “good vibrations”. What is more,
classic design is merged with clear-cut yet contemporary
technology to create a fascinating overall concept – offering a
riding experience that is as cultivated as it is emotional.
The centrepiece of the suspension in the new R18 Classic
is a double-loop steel tube frame. Outstanding manufacturing
quality and a meticulous attention to detail is also evident
in barely perceptible features such as the welded joints
between the steel tubes and the cast or forged parts. Like the
legendary R5, the rear swinging arm – sporting a comparable
design – surrounds the rear axle transmission in authentic style
by means of bolted connections.
As in the legendary R5, the fork tubes are encased in fork
sleeves. The new R18s are decelerated by a twin disc brake at
the front and a single disc brake at the rear in conjunction with
four-piston fixed calipers.
The new R18 Classic and R18 also offer the three standard
riding modes “Rain”, “Roll” and “Rock”. The standard trim also
includes Automatic Stability Control (disengageable), which
ensures a high level of riding safety. In addition, they are
equipped as standard with engine drag torque control. Among
other options, a reverse assist makes manoeuvring convenient,
while the Hill Start Control function facilitates uphill starts.
The classic bodywork features of the R18s are made of
metal – as befits an authentic classic. Together with the
double-sided swingarm and a cantilever suspension strut, the
rigid-frame concept of the R5 is perfectly transported into the
modern age in visual terms.
They are fitted with an easily removable rear frame and a
simple-to-dismantle painted part set. Carefully conceived
interface points for the hydraulic lines of the brake, clutch and
cable harness likewise allow entirely problem-free installation
of higher or lower handlebars in conjunction with matching
hydraulic lines and cable harnesses. In addition, the visible
valve covers (cylinder head covers) and the belt cover (engine
housing cover) are designed in such a way that they are located
outside the oil chamber, making them very easy to change.
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